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it's Monday ladies gentlemen glad to see                                        
you on ask the theologian we're ready                                           
this week to take your biblical                                                 
theological and worldview questions you                                         
don't need a reason to live you need an                                         
African violet that's what you need and                                         
here's a question that comes from a                                             
Derby Academy student John Nelson Darby                                         
Academy J in Darby dot o-r-g time to                                            
sign up those around you and get them                                           
ready for this next school year we'd be                                         
loved                                                                           
delighted to have him this question is                                          
did God create the planets not the earth                                        
but the planets out there did he create                                         
the planets for man to live on excellent                                        
question and of course all Darby                                                
students and others are confronted in                                           
the world with outer space and the                                              
fascination that we've always had for                                           
outer space and that will continue to                                           
have her outer space and what is it that                                        
is the purpose of all of that I happen                                          
to think that our creation when we read                                         
Genesis chapter 1 and 2 especially our                                          
creation is very human centric that is                                          
to say that the physical world that God                                         
has created was created with humans in                                          
mind now this doesn't mean that all                                             
things that rotate around the earth we                                          
know that not to be true but what it                                            
does mean is that all things are created                                        
really for the human ultimately for the                                         
glory of God but the human is the one                                           
who gives God glory God gives God glory                                         
and takes dominion over the creation                                            
that God has given her has been given                                           
dominion over that creation so the the                                          
all of the universe was created so that                                         
humankind can live on this planet I'm                                           
convinced that's the reason for all of                                          
the other stars and galaxies and planets                                        
that seemed to go on at infinitum                                               
now the planets therefore have their                                            
purpose stars out there have their                                              
purpose there's a little bit of that in                                         
the book of Genesis space has its                                               
purpose the amount of space between one                                         
planet and another planet between one                                           
galaxy and another galaxy I'm sure black                                        
holes have their purpose they the and                                           
and what is the purpose of this planet X                                        
that is seven galaxies away that is                                             
rotating around its own star what's the                                         
purpose of that so far away so removed                                          
from where we are                                                               
this causes people by the way to say oh                                         



there must be life out there and by life                                        
we mean intelligent life I'm not sure                                           
that there has to be I think that the                                           
more we know science the more we're                                             
going to come to understand this is a                                           
thesis in science and this is why                                               
science works it makes a thesis or a                                            
hypothesis and then it seeks to test it                                         
to see if the hypothesis is true so I                                           
think that that planet out there seven                                          
galaxies away all by itself out in the                                          
middle of nowhere that has a purpose                                            
likely for life here on earth likely I                                          
would say it is a purpose of balance                                            
somehow in a manner in which we don't                                           
understand our world is perfectly                                               
balanced for human life                                                         
so perfectly balanced for human life                                            
that honestly it is just a small small                                          
margin of error that if we were just a                                          
little bit closer to the Sun we would                                           
burn up just a little bit farther from                                          
the Sun we would we would freeze to                                             
death if our our access you know it's                                           
tilted the or the globe is tilted just a                                        
certain angle is just a little bit more                                         
we'd all be flung into outer space it                                           
was just a little bit the other way we'd                                        
all be sucked in there is such a balance                                        
now how does all of that come about I                                           
suspect I could be wrong but I suspect                                          
even that planet seven galaxies away has                                        
to do with this perfect balance that                                            
we've got on this planet that we call                                           
the earth and no doubt there's some                                             
resources out there that someday we may                                         
be able to use whatever there's some                                            
building blocks for our own atmosphere                                          
that is that are generated out there and                                        
that's how we get what we have here so                                          
were the planets created for man to live                                        
on I don't think so                                                             
they were created for man to be able to                                         
live and in some degree created to give                                         
communication the Stars and the the                                             
lights in the day and the lights of the                                         
night for signs and seasons and years                                           
and months the book of Genesis says and                                         
so there's some communication that God                                          
has given through there but I think they                                        
were created for us to live but not for                                         
us to live on now with that let's let's                                         
make an assumption probably not a safe                                          
one but let's make an assumption that                                           
for another thousand years the Lord does                                        
not return for the church in rapture if                                         
that's the case and we develop in                                               
technology and we want to live on those                                         
planets can we the answer is an absolute                                        
yes certainly we could live on Mars or I                                        
don't know that any of the others where                                         
you have the kind of technology to give                                         



us the ability to live on yet but if we                                         
could develop the technology we can live                                        
on them why because we have dominion                                            
over all things therefore we can do it                                          
now a related question then do we need                                          
to do it or if the Lord read of you know                                        
halted his return for the church and                                            
rapture for let's say another thousand                                          
years would we need to do it I don't                                            
think we will ever need to live on                                              
another planet now you Darby students                                           
you're young and you you know here all                                          
the scare tactics about how we're going                                         
to run out of the earth and we're going                                         
to burn up or freeze to death or                                                
whatever it is I would school in 1970s                                          
and they were telling us then that there                                        
was absolutely no way that the earth                                            
could sustain population growth                                                 
and look at a chart since the 1970s the                                         
population of our world is far exceeds                                          
anything it was back then and we still                                          
have no problem at all sustaining the                                           
population of this earth the only places                                        
in which population has a problem with                                          
resources is always government related                                          
and 95 times out of a hundred in those                                          
things it has to do with socialism                                              
socialism doesn't have enough resources                                         
capitalism does have enough resources so                                        
do we do we do we need to live on other                                         
planets No will we ever need to live on                                         
other planets no the universe supplies                                          
for our little dwelling place right here                                        
that we can do it should we explore                                             
other planets I would say absolutely yes                                        
we've been given the Dominion of these                                          
things let's go out there and see what                                          
it is let's learn some things let's be                                          
explorers let's find it a new plateau                                           
out there and the things that we can                                            
discover and the resources that we can                                          
use for Humanity let's go for it                                                
is there intelligent life out there I                                           
think absolutely not there's not                                                
intelligent life out there there might                                          
be some life out there a little amoeba                                          
an African violet something like that                                           
maybe is out there but intelligent life                                         
no I don't think that's anything we have                                        
to worry about I answered that last time                                        
once again on this Monday thanks for                                            
coming to ask the theologian delighted                                          
that you are here I'll give you a little                                        
heads up by the way the midweek special                                         
this week it'll go on tomorrow it's                                             
going to be this book right here making                                         
sense of God's plan for Humanity and                                            
easy to understand guide to                                                     
dispensationalism by Doug boson and                                             
you'll be able to save 30% off of that                                          
starting tomorrow at dispensational                                             



publishing and a question that came from                                        
Louise in Dallas a follow-up question                                           
and it came by email and I have put off                                         
several of those email questions and I                                          
got in trouble by Louise for not                                                
answering the question she pulled out                                           
her ruler boom                                                                  
oh right Oh Louise ow we love you and I                                         
did I am getting to your question a                                             
couple of weeks ago we talked about                                             
Melchizedek and using Hebrews chapter                                           
seven verse three I spoke of Melchizedek                                        
without father without mother without                                           
descent having neither beginning of days                                        
nor end of life and I spoke of                                                  
Melchizedek as the pre-incarnate christ                                         
my belief that Melchizedek was the                                              
pre-incarnate christ she had to follow                                          
up and she said I understand how you                                            
deducted that Melchizedek is Christ but                                         
Christ does have a father                                                       
a heavenly father and an earthly one if                                         
you want to count Joseph and an earthly                                         
mother - doesn't that contradict your                                           
deduction once again we look at the                                             
scripture here he is without father                                             
without mother without descent having                                           
neither beginning of days nor end of                                            
life now I would say that again my                                              
deduction was that Melchizedek was the                                          
pre-incarnate christ I think the the the                                        
key is pre-incarnate christ the                                                 
Incarnate Christ had an earthly father                                          
Joseph not in the genealogical way but                                          
he had an earthly father Joseph and for                                         
that matter                                                                     
he had an heavenly father God the Father                                        
the that's the Incarnate Christ the                                             
Incarnate Christ had a mother he was                                            
born of a virgin and furthermore the                                            
Incarnate Christ had beginning of days                                          
and end of life you could find his birth                                        
date you could find his death date and                                          
in in a sense obviously he rose from the                                        
dead and has ascended into heaven but                                           
that is the Incarnate Christ not the                                            
pre-incarnate christ so when we talk                                            
about the pre-incarnate christ we're                                            
talking about the second person of the                                          
Trinity typically we would of course say                                        
God the Father God the Son God the whole                                        
Blue Spirit now the pre-incarnate christ                                        
yes there is a father of sorts there is                                         
definitely a mother all of those things                                         
in the pre-incarnate christ the second                                          
person of the trinity he does not have a                                        
father I know we refer to the first                                             
person of the Trinity as father God the                                         
Father God the Son however I think he                                           
would agree with me that he is not the                                          
father in the sense that I have a father                                        
and you have a father or even in the                                            



sense that Jesus of Nazareth had a                                              
father and when you look at this passage                                        
rights here let's look in the Greek a                                           
potere matheran without father without                                          
mother and this word right here is a                                            
that's the the the negator and you may                                          
be able to see that it's a genealogy so                                         
without descent is the way that the the                                         
King James has put it that is he has no                                         
genealogy well Matthew chapter 1 and                                            
Luke chapter 3 show us that Jesus of                                            
Nazareth certainly had a genealogy can                                          
you deduce then that Jesus of Nazareth                                          
is not Melchizedek I don't think so                                             
because first of all that's not my                                              
position that Melchizedek is Jesus of                                           
Nazareth my position is that Melchizedek                                        
is the pre-incarnate christ jesus is the                                        
Incarnate Christ and back to the the                                            
first and second person of the Trinity                                          
is the first person of the Trinity the                                          
genealogical father of the second person                                        
of the Trinity that cannot be because                                           
the second person of the Trinity is                                             
eternal therefore he had no beginning he                                        
has no end he has no father and if you                                          
if of course you want us to insist no he                                        
has a father because it's God the Father                                        
then I think you end up getting into a                                          
Mormon theology well God the Father                                             
sexual relations with God with with with                                        
some female out there and created God                                           
the Son and of course you don't want to                                         
go there I'm sure and nor nor do I think                                        
there's any validity to that whatsoever                                         
so the key there being then that what we                                        
have is the pre-incarnate christ the                                            
eternal son of god which does not have                                          
father nor mother nor genealogy nor                                             
beginning of days nor ending of days and                                        
so again be a pre incarnate son of god                                          
thank you and let's see what we got                                             
coming in here today on our fresh                                               
questions we have let me see a question                                         
that comes in from Tony here we go                                              
thanks for joining us today Tony says                                           
some teach Israel after acts 7 had                                              
committed the unpardonable sin and could                                        
no longer receive forgiveness stop right                                        
there as we finish your question you're                                         
exactly right Tony some do teach that                                           
some even go back further than that and                                         
teach that Israel committed the                                                 
unpardonable sin say in Matthew chapter                                         
dispensational teaching even that the                                           
unpardonable sin that was committed by                                          
Israel in Matthew chapter 12 others                                             
would say no it wasn't Matthew chapter                                          
12 it was Acts chapter 7 they committed                                         
the unpardonable sin the unpardonable                                           
sin is can we just boil this down to say                                        
rejecting the Sun I think Matthew 12 is                                         



out by the way it is out because first                                          
of all they had not fully rejected the                                          
Sun secondly the unpardonable sin is not                                        
really just rejecting the Sun even what                                         
they did on the cross at the end of                                             
Matthew is not the unpardonable sin                                             
Father forgive them can't be                                                    
unpardonable Canada if you're saying                                            
Father forgive them                                                             
and and so furthermore the unpardonable                                         
sin has to do with the blasphemy of the                                         
Holy Spirit and so it has to be after                                           
Acts chapter two that you've got it                                             
so you could find a bunch of respected                                          
dispensational teachers when they teach                                         
Matthew chapter 12 they will teach that                                         
here at this point the Jewish nation                                            
committed the unpardonable sin that's                                           
why you have the mysteries of the                                               
kingdom expressed beginning in Matthew                                          
chapter 13 I think they're wrong on that                                        
now let's go to this act 7 again Tony                                           
says some teach Israel after act 7                                              
committed the unpardonable sin could no                                         
longer receive forgiveness then Tony                                            
astutely goes on to say however does not                                        
romans 11 23 seem to indicate that                                              
Israel could still get right if they                                            
remain not in unbelief let's look at                                            
Romans 11 verse 23 and they also                                                
speaking of Israel if they abide not                                            
still in unbelief shall be graffed in                                           
for God is able to graft them in again I                                        
think you're pretty right here that you                                         
know if they not still abide in unbelief                                        
so they are in unbelief and they are not                                        
going to abide or there's a possibility                                         
that they not abide once again you've                                           
got the possibility for that generation                                         
that Paul is speaking to in Romans to be                                        
pardoned so how can it be the                                                   
unpardonable sin we go on and it says                                           
Tony says it appears to me that the                                             
unpardonable sin was not laid to                                                
Israel's account until after acts 28 in                                         
answer to Stephens prayer otherwise                                             
Romans 11 23 would have no meaning I                                            
think you're spot on here let me try to                                         
outline that just a little                                                      
so we've got the a number of issues here                                        
could it have been Matthew chapter 12 no                                        
don't even have the Holy Spirit to                                              
blaspheme in large sense and could it                                           
have been at the crucifixion well not                                           
really                                                                          
again you don't have the Holy Spirit but                                        
that's not a blasphemy the Holy Spirit's                                        
a blasphemy as a son and a blasphemy of                                         
the son is not the unpardonable sin so                                          
and furthermore Jesus says Father                                               
forgive them for they know not what they                                        
do then you've got the I think the first                                        



offer of the kingdom that comes in Acts                                         
chapter 2 by Acts chapter 7 you have                                            
Stephen giving the auth offer of the                                            
kingdom they put Stephen to death                                               
Stephen says lay not this sin against                                           
their charge we've talked about this                                            
before I won't go into the Greek but                                            
basically he says sit down                                                      
don't come to judgment yet forgive them                                         
give them some more time                                                        
that's Acts chapter 7 I believe that's                                          
probably about 34 35 AD I may have my                                           
timing wrong there I don't have my                                              
Scofield in front of me to pull that but                                        
34 35 ad you know give them some more                                           
time and then again you come to Romans                                          
and in Romans they are in unbelief but                                          
again Romans 11 23 says if they abide                                           
not still in unbelief shall be graffed                                          
it in God is able to graft them in again                                        
again that's not the unpardonable sin so                                        
I agree with you you've got all the way                                         
through acts 7 up through X 28 you've                                           
got the offer of the kingdom being given                                        
even in Acts chapter 28 this past Sunday                                        
in our acts Bible study I think we were                                         
in series or series number 52 or 54 do                                          
you remember 52 and I talked about how                                          
Paul well aware of the mystery Paul                                             
comes in and he goes to synagogues and                                          
he's preaching the kingdom                                                      
you know why is he doing this                                                   
well because Israel has not fully                                               
committed that unpardonable sin they can                                        
be pardoned I agree it's only after acts                                        
28 I would say after the writing of the                                         
book of hebrews hebrews is to the                                               
hebrews hebrews is to israel in the book                                        
of hebrews i think you've got what i                                            
call the last call for the kingdom it is                                        
after Acts chapter 28 it is pleading                                            
with Israel saying how shall we escape                                          
if we neglect so great a salvation and                                          
it's talking about the destruction that                                         
is going to come upon Israel and there                                          
won't be a way to undo this it says even                                        
Hebrews chapter 6 there's not a way to                                          
undo this again so what are we going to                                         
do so I agree with you it's after acts                                          
28 now because some might be listening                                          
and be a little confused with that I                                            
want to I want to give a disclaimer here                                        
if you say Israel has not committed the                                         
unpardonable sin until acts acts 28 does                                        
that make you what some people would                                            
call a hyper dispensationalist                                                  
I am a dispensationalist and if you                                             
watch this program much you know that I                                         
can be hyper but I'm not a hyper                                                
dispensationalist I don't even like the                                         
term I'm not big on all those kind of                                           
labels as you know but a hyper                                                  



dispensationalist sometimes they'll call                                        
him a bull and right though Bollinger in                                        
his companion Bible and most of his                                             
writings never took this position he did                                        
is very late in his life and a few                                              
things but nonetheless that's the                                               
position that the church age did not                                            
start until after acts 28 Oh                                                    
after Israel committed the unpardonable                                         
sin I don't think that's a an adequate                                          
conclusion I think that's a non-sequitur                                        
it does not follow so let me say it in a                                        
different way                                                                   
I think Tony is right Israel did not                                            
commit the unpardonable sin until just                                          
before the destruction of Jerusalem                                             
after acts 28 it is non sequitur to say                                         
Tony is a hyper dispensationalist                                               
because that has to do with where Tony                                          
might believe that the age of grace                                             
began and I know sure about Tony I will                                         
speak for him but I think the age of                                            
grace began when Paul expressed not when                                        
he got because I don't know when he got                                         
but when he expressed the mystery                                               
acts 13 38 and 39 is the first time I                                           
see it coming out of you know his mouth                                         
is actually moving and he says you can                                          
now be justified from things from which                                         
you could not be justified under the                                            
laws of Moses now you're free from the                                          
law of Moses and from that point on you                                         
see at times in an overlap you see                                              
Paul's message of grace under the                                               
mystery and you also see the Kingdom                                            
message given I think all the way up to                                         
acts 28 so it's somewhere acts after                                            
acts 28 I typically put it at the                                               
destruction of Jerusalem excellent                                              
question Tony I appreciate that god                                             
bless you for your question and for                                             
being with us and participating lots of                                         
questions must be Monday Monday is                                              
always a big load of questions Tuesday's                                        
the day you can start getting the                                               
special and that is making sense of                                             
God's plan for Humanity the boseong                                             
takes a an axe to kind of approach if                                           
you're wondering about that on the easy                                         
to guide easy to understand guide to                                            
dispensationalism                                                               
but you'll you'll enjoy the way he                                              
separates those out depending on where                                          
you come from and all that you may want                                         
to save I think it's 30% might even be                                          
more than 30% we'll check that out and                                          
see there okay we've got                                                        
see a question from Rick cat in                                                 
California on YouTube says I recently                                           
heard Gary damar we can stop there                                              
Gary do I'll read the rest of the                                               
question in a moment                                                            



Gary de Mar needs to get an african                                             
violet                                                                          
Gary de Mar his purpose in life his                                             
reason for living is to teach                                                   
postmillennialism preterist radiology                                           
post millennialism kingdom building all                                         
of that kind of kind of stuff                                                   
Gary de Mar his his theology is just                                            
utterly terrible absolutely terrible now                                        
Rick says I recently heard Gary de                                              
marsay that Matthew 24:34 was the key                                           
point in rejecting dispensational                                               
premillennial toward that word                                                  
premillennialism can you explain that                                           
passage from a dispensational                                                   
perspective oh but I would love to you                                          
know Gary de Mar and this is the problem                                        
with so many post millennialist as Gary                                         
damara's or already not yet people or                                           
any kind of post-trib the problem is                                            
they don't even begin to understand that                                        
the information about the rapture came                                          
after the information that Jesus gave in                                        
Matthew 24 therefore you're not going to                                        
read about it in Matthew 24 it's even if                                        
he doesn't want to be a                                                         
dispensationalist Gary it's this thing                                          
called progressive revelation that means                                        
that Moses wasn't teaching everything                                           
about the church why because Moses                                              
wasn't in the church yet because the                                            
information about the church had not                                            
been progressively revealed so Gary                                             
damar wants to take the words of Jesus                                          
as the final information that we have                                           
now the words of Jesus are accurate no                                          
doubt about it you just have to apply                                           
them in that position in that place                                             
where they have to be I have to be                                              
applied let's look at Matthew 24 verse                                          
34 according to Gary DeMar the key point                                        
in rejecting dispensational                                                     
premillennialism might I say he probably                                        
doesn't even know what it is but here's                                         
what Jesus has to say verily verily I                                           
say unto you this generation shall not                                          
pass till all these things be fulfilled                                         
okay so I'm sure what he says is that                                           
you know there's tribulation everything                                         
else in Matthew chapter 20 24 and the                                           
parable of the fig tree                                                         
you know and it's he's already talked                                           
about you know the the the gathering                                            
together those go back up to verse 31 he                                        
shall you know gathered together his                                            
elect from the four winds from the one                                          
end of heaven to the other end he's                                             
talked about tribulation and when you                                           
see all these things know that it's near                                        
even at the door this generation shall                                          
not pass till all these things shall                                            
have been fulfilled                                                             



he said that generation past those                                              
things therefore have to have been                                              
fulfilled and so he becomes a preterist                                         
he says all of that has been fulfilled                                          
now that is to say that Gary damar                                              
believes verse 31 has already been                                              
fulfilled he shall send His angels with                                         
a great sound of a trumpet and they                                             
shall gather together his elect from the                                        
four winds from one eighth of the heaven                                        
to another                                                                      
I wonder if Gary damar even believes in                                         
a second coming probably he doesn't and                                         
if he does teach one it's just because                                          
he'd lose too much money if he didn't if                                        
he does teach one he's got to really                                            
butter up his theology so he can push                                           
that battle pig through that skinny                                             
little door                                                                     
to make it work because you can't get                                           
that pig through the door now what what                                         
he's what he's saying is this generation                                        
again shall not pass till all these                                             
things shall be fulfilled including the                                         
the sign of the Son of man in heaven the                                        
gathering together the elect it's                                               
already happened happen happen happen                                           
happened so he's not even just rejecting                                        
dispensational premillennialism he's                                            
rejecting premillennialism he's really                                          
rejecting millennialism he's he's                                               
rejecting almost all basic kinds of                                             
theology he just makes it all preterist                                         
there is not a prettiest that honestly                                          
is worth a warm bucket of spit pardon me                                        
for bringing that one back up but                                               
preterist theology so what he's got to                                          
do is he's got to go back and he's                                              
saying all of that you know great                                               
tribulation greatest since the world has                                        
begun that was all in the destruction of                                        
Jerusalem or Nero or some of those bad                                          
things that happened on the world and                                           
it's all done every bit of it's done                                            
prophecies all fulfilled because that                                           
generation passed away and you know you                                         
you've kind of got a real simple issue                                          
here this generation which one is he                                            
talking about what generation is is                                             
there and the generation that is a                                              
nominative singular feminine the                                                
generation this one or that one which                                           
ever it could go either way shall not                                           
pass away until all these things be                                             
fulfilled                                                                       
what generation are we talking about                                            
well therein lies the key so let's                                              
suppose you do say okay that's got to be                                        
that generation 2,000 years ago then you                                        
have to look and say is it possible                                             
take that assumption it's talking about                                         
that generation is there any way that we                                        



can get all of Matthew 24 to fit into                                           
things that have already occurred he's                                          
going to do the same thing with the book                                        
of Revelation which was about the end of                                        
that particular generation by the way so                                        
then he can't go with 70 AD unless he                                           
puts it ahead of time it probably takes                                         
an early date for revelation that's how                                         
you mutter up that peg all the way home                                         
push it through there and eventually you                                        
can get if you put enough lard on your                                          
theology you can squeeze it through                                             
anywhere well that's kind of Gehry to                                           
Mars theology I want to say that fact I                                         
got a little book over here let me reach                                        
across I've got one of everything on                                            
this desk let's see I was just sent this                                        
book                                                                            
Geary Shugart last day's fables a                                               
rebuttal of the last day's madness by                                           
preterist Gary damar here's a here's a                                          
whole rebuttal I would say buy it and                                           
you probably should but he did send it                                          
to us to see if we had so self-published                                        
book see if we wanted to publish it at                                          
dispensational publishing and we're                                             
looking at it and considering maybe                                             
changing it up a little bit and doing                                           
all that so maybe you'll be able to get                                         
the new and improved version but it's                                           
Gary Shughart last day's fables probably                                        
available I suppose on Amazon and some                                          
decent material in there                                                        
thank you Pastor Rick I appreciate your                                         
question let's see here let's go to Dan                                         
out in Arizona is it possible that the                                          
devil will try to deceive during the                                            
tribulation with the message of the body                                        
of Christ as he now deceives with the                                           
message of the law what I'm going to                                            
give you Dan a two bonus points because                                         
I have never been asked                                                         
question on this before if I had a extra                                        
African violet I'd send it your way what                                        
a what up what a wonderful question here                                        
let's think about what Dan has to say is                                        
it possible that the devil will try to                                          
deceive during the tribulation with the                                         
message of the body of Christ as he now                                         
deceives with the message of the law now                                        
think throughout what are you saying                                            
there today the devil wants to put                                              
people under the law just think of the                                          
book of Galatians this is his MO he's                                           
been doing this trying to get them under                                        
the law ever since there has been a                                             
freedom from the law the devil has said                                         
half God really said you're free from                                           
the law surely not and he says you know                                         
you're not even saved if you don't get                                          
under the law and then we start                                                 
proclaiming this Judy izing kind of                                             



salvation which pulls away from grace                                           
and turns people away from the gift of                                          
Jesus Christ and puts the the everything                                        
down on to me and it becomes that kind                                          
of a scenario the devil likes that kind                                         
of stuff even if it doesn't fully pull                                          
someone away from hearing the gospel                                            
message at least it keeps them from                                             
living victoriously in Christ and this                                          
mixture of law and grace will keep some                                         
people from being saved because they                                            
will never hear a message of grace they                                         
will hear a message of doom and gloom                                           
and everything else and they'll turn                                            
away from that for whatever reasons all                                         
that they just they're not gonna hear it                                        
so that is exactly what the devil is                                            
doing now this age of Grace's we've                                             
talked about many times before is a                                             
parenthetical age a mystery age it was                                          
placed down here on this earth                                                  
mysteriously it's going to be removed                                           
mysteriously and that is going to be                                            
through the rapture now what happens                                            
when it's removed will you pick right                                           
back up where you started is what                                               
happens and I've given the illustration                                         
of the Muggs number of times but                                                
they were together the law                                                      
this was the whole unit of the age of                                           
the law if you will God mysteriously                                            
came and separated put in the age of                                            
grace but what happens when he removes                                          
the age of grace you pick right back up                                         
where you started it's this continuous                                          
thing I'm throwing things around there                                          
and so that means and you can get this                                          
from the Book of Daniel as well or you                                          
can just look at my mugs either one but                                         
you can get it from the Book of Daniel                                          
and see that there's 70 weeks decreed                                           
and only 69 of them have happened so the                                        
70th has to be a part of those 69                                               
therefore after the rapture during the                                          
days of the tribulation the people who                                          
are alive on that day will be living in                                         
the 69th week and all of the theology                                           
that fits for that 69th week that is to                                         
say they will be living under the law                                           
what if the devil little snake in the                                           
grass like he is what if he comes along                                         
and says Oh grace grace grace all you                                           
got to do is believe read in fact join                                          
us this Sunday if you would this coming                                         
Sunday for lesson number eight in the                                           
book of Revelation does that sound about                                        
right there oh you know just looking                                            
about crazed - trying to see what listen                                        
are we on here I don't know I'm so                                              
confused but the I believe that it is                                           
lesson number this coming Sunday I think                                        
is lesson number eight in the book of                                           



Revelation and we'll be talking about                                           
the churches of the revelation and I'm                                          
going to to try to lay the case that                                            
those future Assemblies of the                                                  
revelation are not under grace there he                                         
thinks is six it's the next it's this                                           
Sunday that's what it is and so they're                                         
not going to be                                                                 
integrase they're under that last 70 of                                         
the week under law what a what a great                                          
insight I think you're you you know if I                                        
were the devil that's what I would do                                           
I've been accused of the devil once or                                          
twice but that's what I would do and in                                         
it in it a shame that some people won't                                         
get grace until grace is no longer there                                        
but now it's back under the works of law                                        
we ought to passionately be teaching                                            
about grace through that appreciates                                            
your question there okay let's come back                                        
to Rick on YouTube I've always                                                  
considered the late Adrian Rogers of the                                        
SBC more of a fundamentalist than an                                            
evangelical he seemed to have a heart                                           
for soul-winning separation and                                                 
commitment to scriptural authority I                                            
would say that it is a thank you bill                                           
lesson number six on Revelation for                                             
those of you who are watching that                                              
you're watching archives years later you                                        
can go back to that now back to Adrian                                          
Rogers he and a few others of his                                               
generation you could probably put W a                                           
cruise well one of the living ones today                                        
would that would hold that same theology                                        
would be a jheri vines all of these were                                        
King James users they were all strong                                           
soul winners they all believed in in the                                        
doctrine of separation to a degree not I                                        
would say to the degree that an                                                 
independent fundamentalist would but                                            
they were not ecumenical lists if that's                                        
the word they were not into the                                                 
ecumenical movement at all so to a                                              
degree they were they're definitely                                             
committed to the authority of Scripture                                         
and to the                                                                      
to the literal reading of scripture                                             
therefore they were all                                                         
dispensationalists and so I would agree                                         
if if the Southern Baptist Convention                                           
today was led by Adrian Rogers if Adrian                                        
Rogers could speak to the Southern                                              
Baptist Convention today I think it                                             
could you know turn around in a New York                                        
minute the problem is there's not really                                        
much of an Adrian Rogers anymore                                                
there's no Adrian Rogers in convention                                          
leadership dynamics not even not even                                           
close and I personally hope I'm proven                                          
wrong I think there's no hope for the                                           
Southern Baptist Convention to ever turn                                        



again stranger things have happened                                             
there wasn't a lot of hope in 1979 and                                          
it happened but you did have some W a                                           
crazed Royals and Jerry vines and Adrian                                        
Rogers and these guys so I would agree                                          
he's he certainly was the SBC                                                   
fundamentalist now even then however and                                        
I think this is unfortunate even those                                          
who are aligned with Adrian Rogers                                              
didn't want the term fundamentalist to                                          
be used of them I think that's                                                  
unfortunate so they went with                                                   
conservatives versus moderates if you go                                        
back and study the history of the                                               
conservative resurgence it's not the                                            
fundamentalist takeover every now and                                           
then the enemies would call it the                                              
fundamentalist takeover they didn't want                                        
it to be called that they wanted to be                                          
called the conservative resurgence and                                          
the Liberals didn't want to be called                                           
liberals they wanted to be called                                               
moderates now in the whole scheme of                                            
society indeed the the the right-wingers                                        
I guess I should go over here the                                               
right-wingers of the Southern Baptist                                           
Convention were moderate compared to who                                        
would have been in that day I don't know                                        
the jack Kyle's the the the guy at                                              
Pensacola as names left me that had the                                         
great following there even the lesser                                           
Roloffs                                                                         
the sword of the Lord all those names                                           
are missing leaving me                                                          
they would have looked at the Adrian                                            
Rogerson they would have you know they                                          
probably would have called him liberal                                          
it's all a little bit of your                                                   
perspective but they were to the to the                                         
left of the fire-breathing                                                      
fundamentalists if you will so they                                             
chose moderate they and and in choosing                                         
to be called excuse me conservatives                                            
rather than others in choosing to be                                            
called conservatives they really didn't                                         
even want to be associated with the                                             
fundamentalist I think they made really                                         
kind of a strategic error there in a                                            
number of ways I think that's one of the                                        
errors they made the they made some                                             
other errors by the way that are bearing                                        
fruit today one is none of them were                                            
Calvinists across the board they weren't                                        
Calvinists in fact you can go from the                                          
all of the presidents of the Southern                                           
Baptist Convention on she sent me a link                                        
that has the list of the presidents of                                          
the Southern Baptist Convention I'll put                                        
those up here in just a moment from                                             
Jerry Bynes onward they were not                                                
Calvinists until probably you get into                                          
the 2000s and Beyond they but they                                              



didn't fight that they didn't worry                                             
about that they didn't care about that                                          
that has come home to roost they should                                         
have dealt with that they also should                                           
have dealt with the bad kingdom theology                                        
i-i-i i don't know none of them spoke or                                        
wrote about the kingdom much so i'd love                                        
to sit down with one of them someday and                                        
say hey what's your view of the kingdom                                         
to see if they got it wrong or they just                                        
put it wrong in the baptist faith and                                           
message because it was there and they                                           
didn't want to fight that battle i'm not                                        
sure what what it was but those two                                             
issues i think they failed in that and                                          
that's why we have the issues that are                                          
with us today in the southern baptist                                           
convention                                                                      
and here's Southern Baptist Convention                                          
presidents on Wikipedia and let's let's                                         
go back here too                                                                
I don't know let you know we could look                                         
through some of the 60s would be a                                              
little bit interesting                                                          
Ramsey Pollard Herschel Hobbs K Owen                                            
White was out of Houston Wayne de Honi                                          
Frank Paschal all of these in the                                               
sixties were I would I would say way too                                        
liberal way to open up what was going on                                        
in today's society you know I don't                                             
think John F Kennedy would be considered                                        
a liberal today might be you know in the                                        
running for the Republican nomination so                                        
it's a different world not liberal by                                           
today's standards but they would have                                           
been liberal then w a Criswell was                                              
elected in 1969 that really caused a                                            
stir but the the the the Liberals then                                          
came back and they held it from 71 to 78                                        
it was all brewing during this time here                                        
and all of these men were I would say                                           
liberal and then you get the                                                    
conservative resurgence that begins with                                        
Adrian Rogers in 1979 now you take                                              
Adrian Rogers Bailey Smith who have                                             
passed away in the last year or so James                                        
T Draper who is still alive Charles                                             
Stanley of course is still alive Adrian                                         
Rogers again Jerry vines Morris Chapman                                         
ed young up until uh let's go to 95 Jim                                         
Henry things began to loosen there but                                          
even after that Jim Henry I would say is                                        
not a Calvinist but he was a kinder                                             
gentler kind of conservative if you will                                        
and but but definitely let's take all                                           
these up to 1994 not a Calvinist in a                                           
bunch but no                                                                    
of them spoke against Calvinism they all                                        
let it go Thom Elif who's still alive                                           
not a Calvinist Paige Patterson is still                                        
alive not a Calvinist then you really                                           
you you get I'd say after Jim Henry from                                        



1997 and on then it's just a mixed bag                                          
all together you you you'd get some good                                        
ones you'd get some bad ones all mixed                                          
in there and has really gone totally                                            
downhill I think from I'll say 1995 with                                        
the election of Jim Henry and all of                                            
that so yeah I think you're right                                               
he you know as as much as there was a                                           
Southern Baptist fundamentalist Adrian                                          
Rogers I'd put him right there thank you                                        
okay I'll search the questions here I                                           
Angus on YouTube and heard a                                                    
motivational condemnation service at a                                          
local undercover Calvinist SBC Church                                           
yesterday that's about 90% of them it                                           
seems that our purpose for life as a                                            
Christian is to do evangelism you don't                                         
need a purpose for life you need an                                             
African violet go back and watch that                                           
episode you'll make it back to Angus it                                         
seems that our purpose for life as a                                            
Christian is to do evangelism everybody                                         
must serve the Lord in this way can it                                          
believer be saved for the purpose of                                            
salvation from hell and have peace with                                         
God and to know him only or we saved to                                         
serve ah get an African violet this this                                        
is so ingrained in I'll just say                                                
evangelical thinking whether it's a                                             
Calvinist SBC Church that you couldn't                                          
figure out was an SPCC church until six                                         
months of research or any evangelical                                           
church whatever it is so engrained this                                         
you have to carry out these certain                                             
works in other words you are saved in                                           
order to do something so Angus comes up                                         
and he would be shot on the spot in an                                          
evangelical meeting to even speak of                                            
this he says can a believer be saved for                                        
the purpose of salvation from hell and                                          
to have peace with God to know him                                              
that's that is can you just be saved to                                         
be saved I think the answer is yes I                                            
think that God has offered a free gift                                          
of salvation and that you're not                                                
necessarily saved to serve that phrase                                          
is out there quite often you know you're                                        
saved to serve I don't know if you're                                           
saved to serve I think God is offering a                                        
gift and it's a little bit you know when                                        
you you got the phone call and says hey                                         
congratulations you have won a trip                                             
would you like to receive the trip well                                         
you're going to paid you get their trips                                        
you're some way or another that you know                                        
as soon as you get that this is kind of                                         
a switcheroo kind of thing and I think                                          
that God truly is offering a gift it is                                         
unmerited that is by grace and it it                                            
requires nor does it even allow works so                                        
to say this is the reason that we are                                           
saved                                                                           



maybe the reason that we're saved is                                            
because God offered a wonderful gift and                                        
we accepted it again that's kind of like                                        
an athame in so many circles of                                                 
Christianity and I don't think it has to                                        
be I think by the way if we would teach                                         
you're saved because God offers a                                               
wonderful gift that's when we begin to                                          
understand grace and when we begin to                                           
understand grace we say I want to know                                          
more I'm gonna open my Bible I'm gonna                                          
read more about this god what kind of                                           
God is it I've got and it's just going                                          
to overflow and it's going to come out                                          
this this saved to serve really puts us                                         
under a bondage and I don't think we                                            
have to be under that bar                                                       
it's it's a bondage that sounds good and                                        
again it sounds like anathema to say no                                         
you're not safe to serve you're just                                            
saving just to go to heaven but this is                                         
what the Lord wants to do is to save us                                         
in this manner Thank You Angus for that                                         
first time I've seen your name glad                                             
you're with us here today Scott on                                              
Facebook says in Colossians 1:14 is the                                         
word Redemption related to the                                                  
inheritance of the Saints in verse 14                                           
Colossians 1:14 thanks God on Facebook I                                        
don't know if I said youtuber I said                                            
anything but Scott we're glad for the                                           
question in whom we have redemption                                             
through his blood even the forgiveness                                          
of sins now that the question then is to                                        
back up to verse 12 is the word                                                 
redemption related to the inheritance of                                        
the Saints in verse 12 giving thanks to                                         
the Father which hath made us to be                                             
partakers of the inheritance of the                                             
Saints and let's see he has made us who                                         
have delivered us from the power of                                             
darkness translated us into the kingdom                                         
of his dear son in whom we have                                                 
redemption through his blood the                                                
forgiveness of sins                                                             
I I I want to do this is my way of not                                          
answering your question I want to do a                                          
deeper study on this issue of redemption                                        
redemption I think carries the idea of                                          
being bought back you and I as Gentiles                                         
were never his to begin with other than                                         
all of creation is his but we were not                                          
his chosen people whom he created whom                                          
he made in the wilderness that was his                                          
heritance so is it proper to say we're                                          
redeemed I am NOT going to worry about                                          
anybody who says redeemed how I love to                                         
proclaim it I totally understand what                                           
they mean I just think that maybe the                                           
Bible uses redeemed for the Jewish                                              
people what God has done for the Jewish                                         
nation now does that mean we're not                                             



saved not at all                                                                
but I think saved new creation some of                                          
these other terms are what is used for                                          
our experience and I don't have any                                             
problem saying well I want to speak                                             
precisely when I use the word of God and                                        
so there's no need for me to borrow                                             
terms that are used from from them now                                          
the problem is I have not done the study                                        
to see if that hypothesis will actually                                         
hold water it might not some might come                                         
and say nope here's this and this one's                                         
done and here I think what you would                                            
have to do of course is figure out the                                          
pronouns in whom we have Redemption who                                         
is the we he has made us to be partakers                                        
of the inheritance of the Saints in                                             
light delivered us you got a lot of the                                         
us and the we here and just from say                                            
verse 12 you might conclude that us is                                          
not the Saints and therefore you might                                          
conclude he has made the Gentiles to be                                         
partakers of the inheritance of the                                             
Saints in light but I think in a broader                                        
context you won't necessarily come there                                        
because it could be he has made us Peter                                        
excuse me Paul and Silas whoever may be                                         
with him here to be partakers with the                                          
Jew that is he made us Jews he delivered                                        
us from the power of darkness translated                                        
us from the kingdom of his dear son this                                        
is a lot of Jewish terminology so again                                         
somebody might find as we did the whole                                         
study here they might find to know us                                           
here really is the                                                              
Gentiles or the church and who is it now                                        
obviously to do that we would have to                                           
walk back see here he's got a ye in                                             
verse 10 so ye and us aren't aren't the                                         
same obviously so who's the US and who                                          
is the ye and you know who has declared                                         
us declared unto us your love well here                                         
it's talking about a human being                                                
Apophis declared to us your love for                                            
this cause we again whose us and we                                             
we've got to follow it back here and                                            
let's go all the way back it says Paul                                          
and timotheus who are dealing with here                                         
not Silas to the Saints and faithful                                            
brethren I'd take that as two groups of                                         
people there but it wouldn't necessarily                                        
have to be grace unto you and peace from                                        
God our Father we give thanks for you                                           
the Colossians since we heard of your                                           
faith we and you we and you we and you                                          
we and you we and you is not all the                                            
same so you have to follow that through                                         
and come down when you get to verses 12                                         
and verse 14 figure out who is that we                                          
that is included looks at at at simplest                                        
it's Paul and Timothy both of whom are                                          
Jews both would whom then would fit with                                        



all Jewish terminology and you know                                             
who's the you is it Saints is it                                                
faithful brethren is all that same I                                            
think yeah that's something worthy of                                           
looking into now let me give one little                                         
word of warning here sometimes when I                                           
talk like this I make some people mad                                           
and say no no no we already know who it                                         
is                                                                              
well then don't worry about it a study                                          
is going to confirm it right we who know                                        
the truth should never ever ever be                                             
afraid to confirm the truth and we know                                         
it because we read it in a theology book                                        
let's know it because we read it in the                                         
scripture and we read it very closely                                           
we used precision instruments to make                                           
sure that we didn't have too much of a                                          
gap so that the building was going to                                           
fall down upon us let's let's just study                                        
it all through the fall and then that                                           
will be even better                                                             
won't it we don't be afraid to confirm                                          
that which we already know and don't be                                         
afraid to question the assumptions let's                                        
the scripture sometimes take apart our                                          
argument and say uh I'm glad I went back                                        
and studied that I can tell you my whole                                        
life and ministry is what it is today                                           
because I went back and studied some                                            
things that I already knew and I found                                          
out that what I knew wasn't right so                                            
very worthy of looking into that thank                                          
you Scott                                                                       
Kevin on Facebook what is your opinion                                          
of one of the things a new believer in                                          
Christ should be taught ah very good I                                          
think that a new believer I'm assuming                                          
it now they have already been taught                                            
because they're a believer now they've                                          
been taught the person and work of Jesus                                        
Christ at least in the simplest sense of                                        
knowing that Christ has is the eternal                                          
son of God that he became flesh that he                                         
died buried rose again has ascended into                                        
heaven and now in this age of grace is                                          
offering us salvation and they have                                             
received that so I'm gonna take the                                             
issues of the gospel itself as a known                                          
fact now because they're a believer so                                          
now that they are a believer what should                                        
they be taught I would say that right at                                        
the top of the list ought to be how to                                          
read the Bible and their instruction                                            
then on how to read the Bible would go                                          
probably to the the the the issue of                                            
let's start with Genesis this is the                                            
beginning of the book and let's go                                              
through there by the way I have                                                 
a start here page on our website just go                                        
and start here that'd be a great place                                          
the essential gospel the Bible in one                                           



sermon understanding dispensations 30                                           
things you need to know about the Bible                                         
and those things come together really                                           
and how to read the Bible but if                                                
skipping all that I would just say let                                          
me let me show you how to read the Bible                                        
let's start with Genesis chapter 1                                              
I probably personally would work through                                        
Genesis chapter 1 with them before I let                                        
them go do it on their own pretty                                               
quickly though they need to go do it on                                         
their own and I would go through Genesis                                        
chapter 1 and I would say now we just                                           
read Genesis chapter 1 what do you get                                          
out of it and he's gonna say well God                                           
created the world in six days and                                               
seventh day he rested on the first day                                          
he made you know firmament above and                                            
firm him below on the second and third                                          
day fourth day fifth day sixth day he                                           
made man he gave him dominion that's                                            
what I got I said okay you could pass a                                         
test on Genesis chapter one and you read                                        
it how literally you read it just like                                          
you'd read this book and that's what I                                          
want you to do and I want you to kind of                                        
as you're going along I want you to                                             
notice when something happens that is so                                        
fundamental that it changes everything                                          
from that point on and I probably would                                         
give the assignment say when you get to                                         
that point that you look and say this                                           
changes everything                                                              
I want you to call me and I'm gonna hope                                        
they call me when they get to Genesis                                           
chapter 3 and when they get to Genesis                                          
chapter 3 they call up as a preacher                                            
guess what happened in Genesis chapter 3                                        
all of a sudden there was a sin and                                             
mankind got kicked out of the Garden of                                         
Eden and seja things are different now                                          
aren't they                                                                     
and they say yes very different not in a                                        
good way but very different and I just                                          
say now you have become a                                                       
dispensationalist because you recognize                                         
that there are points in the Bible in                                           
which something fundament                                                       
happens that changes everything and then                                        
I'd say now I want you to read Genesis                                          
chapter 3 get everything you can out of                                         
that especially verse 15 and I want you                                         
to continue to read and I want you to                                           
take everything literally along the way                                         
and I want you to learn what's what's in                                        
there and be watching for these times                                           
that change everything if a person will                                         
do that they'll read literally and                                              
they'll look for the places that change                                         
everything                                                                      
there I have no worries about them they                                         
will they will be able to become a godly                                        



mature believer just on their own                                               
reading the Bible you know maybe our                                            
paths separate and I'm never able to                                            
speak to them again but if they'll                                              
continue on that they'll get there and I                                        
think that's a such a beautiful thing                                           
that can can happen there the one thing                                         
I the one things I would avoid is                                               
teaching them all about you know the                                            
denomination or the heritage that we're                                         
in and you know what what this church                                           
believes and what this denomination                                             
believes and here's how they believe it                                         
differently over there I want to try to                                         
spare them from that I want them in                                             
Bible study and let their theology be                                           
built from Bible study and and maybe the                                        
only thing other thing I need to teach                                          
them is question the assumptions just                                           
because you you know heard some                                                 
bald-headed guy on the internet doesn't                                         
mean it's true go to the Word of God and                                        
figure out if it's true question the                                            
assumptions there Thank You Steven on                                           
YouTube                                                                         
what who excuse me who in your opinion                                          
was the single person not counting                                              
yourself who got the complete Bible                                             
message closest to being right ah I                                             
should have chewed on that question                                             
first you know wow that that's that's                                           
very much a hard one I of course I I                                            
love the work of Bullinger he put out so                                        
much stuff that is so good                                                      
he immersed his life in understanding                                           
the scripture I think that he made a                                            
false conclusion as it relates to the                                           
timing of the beginning of this                                                 
dispensation and he made that only                                              
because he failed to see an overlap he                                          
put them or you know bumped up against                                          
each to one another but I would say if                                          
you could only study one human outside                                          
of the scripture itself bullinger would                                         
be the one that would give you more                                             
information about the Scriptures than                                           
any other human that has lived at least                                         
in modern days whose works survived to                                          
talk about it so I'm gonna go I'm gonna                                         
go with Bollinger on that maybe it's not                                        
a fair question because fortunately we                                          
don't have to live in that environment                                          
where there you know we can only go down                                        
to a single person but fun to look at oh                                        
I think I'll go with Bollinger how's                                            
that through there appreciate Steven                                            
thank you for the question and a                                                
question from Dan on YouTube can you                                            
tell me the saving gospel again I just                                          
love to hear it over and over again you                                         
know I like that because there's there's                                        
a little song that hymn we used to sing                                         



tell me the story of Jesus is the hymn                                          
and it's got I don't know somewhere                                             
about the last verse of that it's you                                           
know talking about death and hearing it                                         
you know the sweet seat story again at                                          
death and I remember that I think it's                                          
probably the last line of the song I may                                        
be wrong but it says stay let me weep                                           
while you whisper love paid the ransom                                          
for me that is beautiful isn't it                                               
can you get any more beautiful than that                                        
then love paid the ransom for me and I                                          
don't know if I'd use the word ransom                                           
but nonetheless might be a Jewish word                                          
but is isn't it so beautiful                                                    
that in order to become Lord of the Dead                                        
and the living Christ took on life and                                          
sin and death and it looks for a moment                                         
like it got him but on the third day we                                         
found out it didn't get him he rose                                             
again from the dead he ascended unto                                            
heaven he was ready to establish his                                            
rule and reign over the universe and yet                                        
through some of the circumstances of                                            
time and space he decided I'm gonna wait                                        
a little while and in this time of                                              
waiting I am going to offer to whosoever                                        
will any man woman boy or girl that                                             
because I have conquered sin I've                                               
conquered life sin and death I did it                                           
through my life tempted in all ways like                                        
you are accepted without sin and through                                        
my death and ultimately through my                                              
resurrection I can and I will do                                                
whatever it is I want to do and what I                                          
want to do is offer to humanity                                                 
individuals I want to offer them the                                            
free gift of eternal life I'm giving it                                         
out today all they have to do is place                                          
their faith in me say in Jesus Christ I                                         
am saved and they have the gift of                                              
eternal life that is a beautiful message                                        
isn't it stay let me weep allow you                                             
whisper love paid the ransom for me ok                                          
on an extended version of ask the                                               
theologian today                                                                
Monday's often tend to be our day we get                                        
inundated with questions Rick how will                                          
the Antichrist think to change times                                            
during at the tribulation and this comes                                        
from Daniel chapter 7 verse 25 and he                                           
shall speak great words against the most                                        
high and shall swear out the shell                                              
excuse me where I shall                                                         
we're out the Saints probably swear                                             
amount to but he shall wear out the                                             
Saints of the Most High and think to                                            
change times and laws and they shall be                                         
given unto his hand until a time and                                            
times and the dividing of times now what                                        
is it that we've got right here with the                                        
think to change laws first of all let's                                         



just look at that word as it is used in                                         
the Bible and it's the only time that                                           
word is used I tell you why though I                                            
start to say that's interesting that's                                          
the only time it's used but it's because                                        
it's a support in Aramaic and so it's                                           
looking up Aramaic words rather than                                            
Hebrew words so that probably is a a                                            
clue or a related Hebrew word                                                   
let's look up in the Strong's lexicon                                           
looks like to think to intend okay and                                          
let's look at Young's literal okay hope                                         
us to change seasons you notice they've                                         
done just a little change of God think                                          
and hope intend a little variety in the                                         
word their times for seasons                                                    
let's do one more thing and let's look                                          
at the Darby translation he was                                                 
excellent linguist in verse 25 think to                                         
change seasons and the law my guess is                                          
how will the Antichrist think to change                                         
times is the question during the                                                
tribulation I think that he is going to                                         
have the rare ability I I hope that you                                         
will work on it as well even though it's                                        
a characteristic of the Antichrist but                                          
the rare ability to look at something in                                        
a different light to look at something                                          
from a different perspective                                                    
you know let me give a little                                                   
illustration here in our parking lot at                                         
the church we have very little parking                                          
here and it fills up very quickly and                                           
you know the six seven thousand people                                          
that we have just have a hard time                                              
finding in our parking lot that will                                            
hold you know it's not striped its dirt                                         
so 10 cars 20 cars that's it and it's                                           
recently Nathan and I looked at this                                            
little spot and all of a sudden we said                                         
why don't we parking this direction                                             
instead of that direction what we found                                         
out is instead of a place for two cars                                          
you can fit like seven cars and we both                                         
said to one another how come we never                                           
thought about this before I mean as                                             
simple as park that way instead of this                                         
way I don't know why we never thought of                                        
that before because somebody already                                            
parts the other way so I'm just gonna                                           
take that in a very simple set way and                                          
say the Antichrist is going to have that                                        
what appears to be very difficult for                                           
the human brain to do a way that once                                           
you've thought about it one time just                                           
stop and think about it another time a                                          
different way and I think we can train                                          
our mind to do that again it's kind of                                          
odd because it's a trait of the                                                 
Antichrist but the Antichrist is in one                                         
sense he is going to be humanity that is                                        
using humanity to the int degree and so                                         



why I'm human too why don't I use                                               
humanity to a little stronger degree and                                        
just look at it totally differently that                                        
would think to change times that that is                                        
to say he's gonna bring up the solution                                         
that everybody's gonna look at and say                                          
well duh why didn't we think about that                                         
before I think that would go with with                                          
that Thanks interesting that's another                                          
one we ought to in Air May                                                      
probably see what the corresponding                                             
hebrew word is and then follow through                                          
with that and see what that comes to be                                         
read will the sheep be Christians in the                                        
Millennium okay the sheep will go with                                          
as read says here Jewish the the Jewish                                         
the people of you know that that they're                                        
Jews they're part of the flock there                                            
he's the Shepherd they are the Sheep so                                         
will the Jews be Christians in the                                              
we have excuse me here I'll get there we                                        
have the the phrase where is it in the                                          
book of Acts I seem to have lost it here                                        
but they were first called Christians at                                        
Antioch you remember that the                                                   
interesting thing here is I'm sure that                                         
comes prior to Acts 1338 correct me if                                          
I'm wrong on all of that but yeah wake                                          
up I've just seen if they were they were                                        
with us here I love that little camera                                          
button that is so nice I'm homeless                                             
they're gonna check on me I'm almost                                            
positive that it was Nathan's hiding                                            
from the camera today you can do that                                           
can't you                                                                       
prior to Acts 1338 that they were first                                         
called Christians in Antioch that means                                         
that the term Christian was used prior                                          
to the Pauline gospel that means that                                           
the biblical use of the term Christian                                          
just to totally think at this a                                                 
different way was used of Jewish                                                
messianic believers so in that sense                                            
I'll say yeah they will be Christians                                           
in the book in the Millennium I think                                           
that in the Millennium the Christ will                                          
first of all be reigning on this earth                                          
there's not really the the faith aspect                                         
you know now we see by faith that but                                           
then we'll see by sight so when Christ                                          
is on the earth you're walking by sight                                         
and so that's an obedience issue then on                                        
how you walk rather than a faith issue                                          
by grace through faith and so again once                                        
this parenthetical age is removed                                               
they're operating in a different way but                                        
could we call them Christians not in the                                        
way that of the English the modern                                              
English Dictionary would use the term                                           
Christians or we would use the term                                             
Christians as those who place their                                             
faith in Jesus Christ but in the way of                                         



those Antioch believers it would be                                             
there through that that they would be                                           
called Christians so how is that for a                                          
waffle and around on that answer they're                                        
just a little bit did we find out if it                                         
was before acts 13 38 yes okay we're                                            
going to find maybe I                                                           
they were first called Christians in                                            
Antioch in that it's in there somewhere                                         
isn't it you know young guys sometimes                                          
don't know how to use the Bible right                                           
he's going to ignore me rightly so                                              
rightly so ah there we go on acts 11:26                                         
thank you                                                                       
so X 11 26 they were first called                                               
Christians of Antioch                                                           
that's before I think by any stretch of                                         
the imagination is before the Pauline                                           
mystery was given and yet they're called                                        
Christians so so yes they'll be called                                          
Christians just different than than we                                          
are okay I think I am almost done got                                           
one from Tony here and I follow up to                                           
the question on unpardonable sin many                                           
who disagree with your answer                                                   
that's impossible people who disagree                                           
with me                                                                         
if you could disagree with your answer                                          
still teach that Peter James and John                                           
continued to preach the kingdom after                                           
act 7 I don't understand how they think                                         
the kingdom gospel goal could be priests                                        
if all hope for Israel repenting and the                                        
kingdom being set up past did they                                              
preached repent the kingdom of heaven is                                        
not at hand such a great follow-up so                                           
there are those who disagree that the                                           
kingdom was preached to the nation of                                           
Israel and because they would say as                                            
we've laid out earlier that the nation                                          
of Israel had committed the unpardonable                                        
sin and and yet if you push him on this                                         
yeah they committed the unpardonable sin                                        
but they've been pardoned for it and                                            
again you know now the kingdom doesn't                                          
their theology doesn't make sense it                                            
doesn't follow all the way through that                                         
for the most part doesn't bother them                                           
because they heard this in seminary and                                         
been parroting it ever since so what                                            
you're right they they're teaching the                                          
unpardonable sin had been committed by                                          
Israel and then they're teaching the                                            
gospel still to Israel telling them to                                          
repent I think that what they would do                                          
is at and in their theology if you had                                          
to get this precise at the point at                                             
which Israel rejected the kingdom and                                           
therefore committed the unpardonable sin                                        
they would insert right there a new                                             
definition of kingdom and therefore the                                         
kingdom that was priests is not the                                             



kingdom that is being preached and                                              
probably the closest they would come up                                         
with to go back in Matthew chapter 12                                           
the unpardonable sin and they would say                                         
it was committed right there and look                                           
when you get into chapter 13 you've got                                         
the mystery kingdom a new kingdom being                                         
given now I think it's a bad                                                    
interpretation but that's the best they                                         
could do if that's if that's where you                                          
are then I would say go with that                                               
interpretations better than the other                                           
ones you've got but that I think that                                           
when you look at Matthew chapter 13 it                                          
doesn't teach a different Kingdom at all                                        
it just reveals some things about the                                           
kingdom that they had not known before                                          
so I think the the argument in the end                                          
follows our falls through okay I still                                          
got a question from last week from Dan                                          
on the the conflict of Jesus's                                                  
crucifixion we'll get to that and let's                                         
see a comment from also Manuel in San                                           
Antonio I'll get back to that as well                                           
sorry about all of that on this extra                                           
long day but I tell you what you can go                                         
to dispensational publishing no you can                                         
go there too you can go to                                                      
dispensational publishing com starting                                          
tomorrow and say bunch of money on this                                         
book using coupon code Wednesday but                                            
here's what you can do is sign up for                                           
our retreat we're looking be looking at                                         
the Psalms graphically presented over                                           
Labor Day weekend this year would love                                          
to have you involved in that or our trip                                        
to grid trip to Greece our trip to                                              
Israel all that's gonna be great fun                                            
wonderful question the assumptions I'll                                         
you                                                                             
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                


